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WOMEN’S FOOTBALL

ONE goal proved enough to see Wolves
Women through to the next round of
the FA Women’s National League
Cup, writes Callum Doughty.
After banging in 18 goals in their
opening two National League Division One Midlands clashes, Wolves
found chances hard to come by against
Crewe Alexandra.
An early Jade Cross strike was
enough to see them over the line in
what was a hard-fought encounter at
Bilston Town.
The match-winning strike came on
16 minutes when Charlotte Criddle
played a cute ball around the corner
into the path of Cross, who beat the
offside trap, rounded the Crewe goalkeeper and fired home.
Crewe went close with an effort that
hit the post while Cross and Criddle
fired narrowly off target for Wolves
late on.
Despite making progress, Wolves
manager Dan McNamara admitted
his side didn’t perform to their full
potential.
He said: “I don’t think we really got

Jade Cross bagged the winner
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to the races. “It was difficult, it was
hot, the pitch wasn’t ideal but I’m
not making any excuses, I think we
struggled from the off. Once the first
goal went in I thought the game would
open up a bit. Credit to Crewe, they
defended for their lives.’’
Next up for Wolves is a league trip
to Castle Vale Stadium to take on Birmingham & West Midlands Ladies on
Sunday (2pm).

West Bromwich Albion Ladies
bowed out of the cup after losing 3-0
to Burnley at home while Sporting
Khalsa also lost, 2-1 to Leeds United
Ladies.
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Sedgley & Gornal United Women
kicked off their West Midlands Regional Women League Division One
South on a high.
Hot-shot Rachel Letford was the
headline act with a hat-trick as the
hosts overcame a half-time deficit to
beat Droitwich Spa Ladies 5-1.
Amy Golding-Polden fired Droitwich
in front after 15 minutes and they held
that advantage until half-time thanks
to see resolute defending.
But Sedgley & Gornal stepped up
the tempo after the break and levelled
through Sarah Lojko.
A neat headed finish from Letford
put the hosts in front and that goal
was quickly followed by her second of
the day.
Natalie Barnes headed home a corner from Kelly Shirley to make it 4-1
before Letford had the final say.
She charged down an attempted
clearance before calmly lobbing the
ball over the keeper.

Talented trio
weather storms
By James Driver-Fisher
sportsdesk@shropshirestar.co.uk

THREE young stars battled the elements to secure
some positive results – with
one Staffordshire teenager
rubbing shoulders with the
best motorbike racers in the
world.

Eccleshall’s Storm Stacey returned
to British Talent Cup and raced on
the undercard of the MotoGP at Silverstone.
And while the main race was cancelled due to severe downpours on a
new track surface that caused dangerous puddles, the 14-year-old and the
rest of the young starlets were able to
get in one of their two rounds.
Adrian Mason – his boss at FPW
Racing, the team he will be back riding under at the British Motostar
championship at Silverstone this
weekend – said: “Storm was a lot
more positive on the Honda over the
weekend and seems to have adapted
his style from riding his KTM in the
British Motostar to the smaller Honda
NSF250.”
Stacey went out for a dry first free
practice session on slicks and was second quickest behind eventual race winner Rory Skinner – and the pair then
swapped places for the second practice,
with Stacey topping the standings.
Qualifying looked to be going well,
with the Staffordshire star sitting
third behind Skinner and Thomas
Strudwick, but he was only able to
complete four laps after high-siding at
the chicane between turns eight and
nine.
Mason said: “After getting a good
start from third on grid in the race, he
was in third for the first few laps with
Skinner and Strudwick.
“Unfortunately, as the race went,
Storm’s now six-foot frame hindered
him.
“Despite trying to tuck in behind
the standard Honda’s small fairings
on the ultra-fast Silverstone straights,

Storm Stacey secured a best finish of fifth place Pic: Steve Snelling
he got caught first by Max Cook and
then Scott Swann.
“Storm battled to the end with
Swann ending the race in his best talent cup position of fifth.”
Race two was cancelled due to excessive water on track.
Ben Taylor was back in the Thundersport GB action, racing in the Superteens class at Anglesey.
But with the weather playing havoc,
the 12-year-old, from Kidderminster,
also high-sided during qualifying.
“The weather was terrible and I was
struggling to get to grips with the circuit and with the motor needing a full
rebuild due to being down on power,
we struggled to get the right set-up,”
said Taylor.
“Sunday morning, it was raining, as
it had most of the night, so the Superteens had to do their qualifying with
the 500 Freshman class guys.
“I felt good and I was running fifth
out of 29 on the timing sheets when
I high-sided coming through the corkscrew. I got straight up and made my
way off track but was quite sore.
“After being checked over by the
brilliant medical staff I was declared

fit to race and qualified the top 125cc
rider.”
Suffering from whiplash, a badly-bruised Taylor bravely finished the
weekend finishing fourth in the Superteens class in all four of his races.
Taylor’s impressive form also saw
him make the 2019 British Talent
Cup selection event but after making
it through to the second he just missed
out on final top 20.
“I would like to thank Bike-N-Sport,
DC-Speedshop, Geartech, Hideout
Leathers, Spektrum Interiors, Motul,
Sbxtreme, and mom and dad for all
their support,” he added.
Chris Ashfield, 24, from Kinver, is
closing in the on the Minitwins class
title, in the East Midlands Racing Association series, after securing another
two wins at Mallory Park.
He said: “The weekend couldn’t
have gone better. I had another two
wins but the racer who was second in
the championship unfortunately had a
lot of issues.
“It means I now have a 98-point lead
heading into the final round, so for me
to win the championship I only require
another three points.”
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Jade gets Wolves across the line
as Letford starts season in style

